Perfect Pressure/Perfect Flow™ jets

First V-Drain™ jet system in the USA. First Automatic Ozone Quiet Design™ engineering Patented Level form ™ base

Sani-Design® Technology for whirlpools

First combination Air-Whirlpool produced in the USA

Introduction of MicroSilk® Generation III

First jetted neck pillow in the industry. First to offer LED

First to introduce microbubble technology: MicroSilk®

Introduction of MicroSilk® Generation II and MicroSilk®

A Never-ending Flow of Innovation

A History of Quality...

Since 1982, we at Jason Hydrotherapy have been proud to share our passion of Better Living through Bathing. This is reflected throughout our rich history, the longevity of our products and our dedication to quality.

We were founded to fulfill the desire of developing premium hydrotherapy products and we continue that legacy of excellence. Ingrained with an innovative spirit, we are dedicated to making lives healthier by bringing you the benefits of bathing.

Since Jason Hydrotherapy’s inception, we have stressed innovation with the belief that “success is in the details.” Our company is steeped in a tradition of hydrotherapy firsts. With inspiration and engineering excellence, we have developed technologies such as: Ergospatial Design™, Quiet Design™ Engineering and Sani-Design™, our revolutionary patented MicroSilk® hydrotherapy, and many more.

With our customers in mind, we have redeﬁned the industry standards through meticulous craftsmanship and tireless engineering supported by our devoted belief in the many ways hydrotherapies can enhance your home and your health. Thank you for considering Jason as part of your daily life.

A Never-ending Flow of Innovation

Jason was founded in 1982 on the promise of enhanced health and well-being for our customers. Years of consultations with physical therapists have helped us understand how the body can better beneﬁt from hydrotherapy. We continue to combine these innovations with the best of today’s trends and new materials.

1983 - Perfect Pressure/Perfect Flow™ jets

1984 - Ergospatial™ Design

1992 - Quiet Design™ engineering Patented Level form™ base

1995 - First jetted neck pillow in the industry. First to offer LED

1996 - Sani-Design™ Technology for whirlpools

1999 - First airbath produced in the USA (AirMasseur®)

2001 - First combination Air-Whirlpool produced in the USA

2004 - First V-Drain™ jet system in the USA. First Automatic Ozone sanitation system for baths

2006 - First bath Sound Immersion speaker system in the USA. First solid surface bath produced in the USA

2011 - First to introduce microbubble technology: MicroSilk®

2013 - Introduction of MicroSilk® Generation II and MicroSilk®

2015 - Introduction of MicroSilk® Generation III

Designers Collection

Classically elegant yet state-of-the-art hydrotherapy choices.

Integrity® Collection

Traditional designs featuring Jason quality at a value price.

Zero-Threshold Shower Bases

Elegant design meets accessible luxury for those who are aging in place.

Why a Jason bathing experience surpasses all others

A deeper look at Jason hydrotherapy baths

Why Jason Hydrotherapy

Our company is steeped in a tradition of hydrotherapy firsts. With inspiration and engineering excellence, we have developed technologies such as: Ergospatial Design™, Quiet Design™ Engineering and Sani-Design™, our revolutionary patented MicroSilk® hydrotherapy, and many more.

We were founded to fulfill the desire of developing premium hydrotherapy products and we continue that legacy of excellence. Ingrained with an innovative spirit, we are dedicated to making lives healthier by bringing you the benefits of bathing.

With our customers in mind, we have redeﬁned the industry standards through meticulous craftsmanship and tireless engineering supported by our devoted belief in the many ways hydrotherapies can enhance your home and your health. Thank you for considering Jason as part of your daily life.

A Never-ending Flow of Innovation

Jason was founded in 1982 on the promise of enhanced health and well-being for our customers. Years of consultations with physical therapists have helped us understand how the body can better beneﬁt from hydrotherapy. We continue to combine these innovations with the best of today’s trends and new materials.

1983 - Perfect Pressure/Perfect Flow™ jets

1984 - Ergospatial™ Design

1992 - Quiet Design™ engineering Patented Level form™ base

1995 - First jetted neck pillow in the industry. First to offer LED

1996 - Sani-Design™ Technology for whirlpools

1999 - First airbath produced in the USA (AirMasseur®)

2001 - First combination Air-Whirlpool produced in the USA

2004 - First V-Drain™ jet system in the USA. First Automatic Ozone sanitation system for baths

2006 - First bath Sound Immersion speaker system in the USA. First solid surface bath produced in the USA

2011 - First to introduce microbubble technology: MicroSilk®

2013 - Introduction of MicroSilk® Generation II and MicroSilk®

2015 - Introduction of MicroSilk® Generation III

Designers Collection

Classically elegant yet state-of-the-art hydrotherapy choices.

Integrity® Collection

Traditional designs featuring Jason quality at a value price.

Zero-Threshold Shower Bases

Elegant design meets accessible luxury for those who are aging in place.

Why a Jason bathing experience surpasses all others

A deeper look at Jason hydrotherapy baths

Why Jason Hydrotherapy

Our company is steeped in a tradition of hydrotherapy firsts. With inspiration and engineering excellence, we have developed technologies such as: Ergospatial Design™, Quiet Design™ Engineering and Sani-Design™, our revolutionary patented MicroSilk® hydrotherapy, and many more.

We were founded to fulfill the desire of developing premium hydrotherapy products and we continue that legacy of excellence. Ingrained with an innovative spirit, we are dedicated to making lives healthier by bringing you the benefits of bathing.

With our customers in mind, we have redeﬁned the industry standards through meticulous craftsmanship and tireless engineering supported by our devoted belief in the many ways hydrotherapies can enhance your home and your health. Thank you for considering Jason as part of your daily life.
The TZ3260 Zero-Threshold Shower Base by Jason Hydrotherapy removes the usual barriers to allow for easy access. The base fills the footprint of a standard bathtub and comes with Jason’s patented Level-Form™ base, which makes remodeling easier and more affordable. In addition, the curbless design brings Whirlpool Hydrotherapy to the TZ3260 Zero-Threshold Shower Base. The high-strength steel linear drain that’s been recessed into and across the front of the base, the combination of our AirMasseur® hydrotherapy, and Whirlpool Hydrotherapy, brings the bathing equivalent of both Swedish and deep-tissue massage.

Available in three styles. Choose the one that best fits your needs.

**Soaking**: Soaking Hydrotherapy stimulates the skin’s metabolism while promoting cell growth and reducing fine lines, wrinkles and scar formation.

**Whirlpool**: Whirlpool Hydrotherapy brings about true hydrodynamic change in your body by engaging the pressure receptors located deeper in the muscle’s tissue. This relieves tight and stressed muscles while promoting tissue rejuvenation and joint flexibility.

**AirMasseur®**: AirMasseur® Hydrotherapy engages the light-touch receptors just below the surface of the skin and promotes further calming, relaxation and circulation.

**MicroSilk®**: MicroSilk® Hydrotherapy creates oxygen-rich microbubbles which reach gently into pores, increasing the skin’s metabolism while promoting skin cell growth and reducing fine lines, wrinkles and scar formation. Research has also indicated that oxygen aids in increasing collagen production. For more information, visit www.MicroSilk.com.

**TZ3260 Zero-Threshold Shower Base**

**Designers**

**Oval Freestanding**

- AC533P (Brittany™) 72x42x20.5"
- KT530 (Anabella ™) 60x36x20.5"
- KT525 (Anabella ™) 60x30x20.5"
- KT527 SL/SR (Anabella ™) 60x32x20.5"

**Oval Drop-In**

- AC535 (Brittany™) 72x42x22"
- AC553PE (Anabella ™) 66x36x23.5"
- AD553 (Anabella ™) 66x36x22"
- AC553PK (Anabella ™) 66x36x22"

**Rectangular Drop-In Above-Above**

- AC630 (Brittany™) 72x36x20.5"
- AC635 (Mia ™) 72x42x23"
- AC653PE (Anabella ™) 66x36x25"
- AM553 (Madeline™) 66x36x20.5"
- AD553 (McKenzie ™) 66x36x22"

**Rectangular Drop-In Undermountable**

- AC653PK (Anabella ™) 66x36x22"
- AD653PK (Anabella ™) 66x36x22"
- AL653PK (Anabella ™) 66x36x22"

**Rectangular Corner Drop-In Above-Above**

- CS553PK (Anabella ™) 66x36x22"
- AM553PK (Anabella ™) 66x36x22"
- AD553PK (Anabella ™) 66x36x22"

**Rectangular Corner Drop-In Undermountable**

- RS653PK (Anabella ™) 66x36x22"
- RD653PK (Anabella ™) 66x36x22"

See JasonHydrotherapy.com for more information.